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All the tools from XtraTools 2009 are divided into the following categories: 1) The first part of the toolset consists of the utilities for
maintaining MS Windows registry and creating restore points. XtraRegistry - an MS Windows utility that monitors and restores MS

Windows registry. Restore points: - create restore points for backup, to prevent MS Windows from crashing, as well as to restore MS
Windows registry when it malfunctions. - save settings for later restoration. - restore MS Windows registry after installing MS Windows

system updates. 2) The second part of the toolset is a tool for replacing system DLLs with others that will increase performance of
Windows operating system. - XtraSoft Reload - XtraSoft Repair 3) The third part of the toolset consists of the utilities for speeding up
various MS Windows processes: XtraProcess - re-allocate processing power of the CPU; - a CPU that runs several programs faster. -

XtraProcess - a system utility for re-allocating CPU resources in order to give each program on the PC, an appropriate amount of
processing power, and XtraProcess - makes it possible for the user to increase the performance of the processor by opening and closing

the processes in an efficient way. - a tool that will help you determine which programs on the PC are taking up too much of the CPU
time, and XtraProcess will close them and re-allocate the processor to other tasks. - a utility that will allow you to "remove" DLL files

and files that are not necessary, - XtraProcess will delete unneeded files and data from your PC. 4) The fourth part of the toolset
consists of utilities for increasing the speed of various MS Windows processes: XtraTool - data processing - speed-up data processing -
data management - access to files, folders and devices - data accessing - enable you to set up new MS Windows shortcuts (shortcuts to

open various program). 5) The fifth part of the toolset consists of utilities for increasing the performance of your MS Windows
operating system: XtraSoft Drive Manager - defragmentation tool - the basic defragmentation - remove redundant files and other files
that are not needed; - the basic defragmentation - eliminate wasted space; - the basic defragmentation - delete redundant files and other

files that are not needed 6) The sixth part of the toolset consists of
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KEYMACRO is an open source software for Windows, Linux and Macintosh. KEYMACRO is a "System Tray" utility that helps you
manage your keyboard shortcuts more easily. It monitors your keyboard shortcuts, memorizes them and reacts to a specific hotkey (i.e.
WinKey+F). KEYMACRO will log events and save them in a special file. After the software has logged events it will try to imitate the
behavior of the shortcuts and will close the file when it has been completed. Features: - KEYMACRO works with the following input

methods: - Normal keyboard shortcuts - Mouse clicks - Keystrokes (WinKey+F, Alt+F, Ctrl+F) - System Tray icon: Windows
2000/XP/Vista, Linux, Mac - Set keyboard shortcuts (Windows + Alt + F1-F12, Linux) - Easy "copy" and "paste" shortcuts - Easy

hotkey to mimic any keystroke (Alt+Ctrl+Space, or Win+Ctrl+Space) - Notification message box when hotkey is pressed - Command
line interface (shell scripts) - Help file, a tutorial - Powerful "automation" script to automate most tasks - Command line "scripts"

support: C, C++, BASIC, Java, Perl, PHP, batch files, HTML, Perl, Python - Is not tied to any program that you might use to monitor
shortcut keys. It works with any program. (You don't have to uninstall the program first) - Can be used without installing the software -

Local and network computers supported - No keyboard driver is required - Supports Keyboard languages (ko, zh-CN, and zh-TW) -
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Supports Japanese input method - Can emulate Apple (Multi-key) keyboard layout and Japanese input - Running time: When the
software is not in use, it does not use any resources. - No installation required - Win32, Linux, Windows and MacOSX are supported. -

Small software with light background, you can add it to your panel or desktop. - Option to log shortcuts to file or other remote files
(several options, see Help). - Option to display event messages. - Option to show shortcuts in default menu (WinKey + F1-F12, Linux).

- Option to disable shortcut keys temporarily. - Option to disable all shortcut keys (Win 77a5ca646e
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XtraTools 2009 consists of more than 20 powerful independent tools. There are different utilities that work in a very different way to
improve system performance, increase system security and protect your privacy. Note: First XtraTools 2009 tool: Extra Drive Manager
- an easy-to-use utility to create the drive which will be used for data and programs, much easier than in previous versions. Features of
XtraTools 2009: - Windows built-in maintenance tool; - Speed up slow computer; - Save CPU cycles and increase the speed of
programs and games; - Protects your privacy and keeps sensitive information secure; - Easy-to-use and clean interface; - Safe and easy-
to-use encryption algorithm; - Mount multiple partitions and removable disks; - Extended support for Windows Vista and Windows 7; -
Will not slow down or block system resources when working; - Easy-to-use and intuitive interface; - Support for all programs with a
standard interface; - If the main disk / partition is damaged, the device uses two disks; - Disk dump allows you to back up your data; -
Restore a backup copy of the disk and access data; - Allows you to perform the backup of removable disks; - Allows you to perform the
backup of partitions of removable disks; - Backup / Restore of partitions; - You can backup your entire system in one or multiple
partitions; - Allows you to perform backup of USB drives; - Allows you to perform backup of network disks; - Provides a graphical user
interface; - Safe - supports several backup modes; - Allows you to copy the entire system to a backup location; - Allows you to check
the copied disk and download it to a removable disk or a network location; - Allows you to check the copied disk and download it to a
network location; - Allows you to check the copied disk and download it to a removable disk or a network location; - Allows you to
check the copied disk and download it to a removable disk or a network location; - Supports Windows Vista; - Supports Windows 7; -
Supports Windows XP; - Allows you to perform the backup of partitions of removable disks; - Allows you to perform the backup of the
USB disks; - Allows you to perform the backup of network disks; - Allows you to perform the backup of hard disks; - Allows you to
perform the backup of multiple disks;

What's New in the XtraTools 2009?

XtraTools 2009 is a very useful and powerful set of applications consisting of more than 20 independent system utilities that are
complimentary to the standard MS Windows utilities. XtraTools 2009 can increase productivity and makes working with MS Windows
easier. XtraTools 2009 offers an additional content, which is the powerful program: XtraTools 2009.1 Upgrade: XtraTools 2009.1
Upgrade is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that increases your PC's performance. XtraTools 2009.1 Repair: XtraTools 2009.1 Repair is
a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can repair your PC problems. XtraTools 2009.1 Removable: XtraTools 2009.1 Removable is a
powerful and easy-to-use tool that can remove a lot of annoying items from your computer. XtraTools 2009.2 Upgrade: XtraTools
2009.2 Upgrade is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that increases your PC's performance. XtraTools 2009.2 Repair: XtraTools 2009.2
Repair is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can repair your PC problems. XtraTools 2009.2 Removable: XtraTools 2009.2 Removable
is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can remove a lot of annoying items from your computer. XtraTools 2009.3 Upgrade: XtraTools
2009.3 Upgrade is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that increases your PC's performance. XtraTools 2009.3 Repair: XtraTools 2009.3
Repair is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can repair your PC problems. XtraTools 2009.3 Removable: XtraTools 2009.3 Removable
is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can remove a lot of annoying items from your computer. XtraTools 2009.4 Upgrade: XtraTools
2009.4 Upgrade is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that increases your PC's performance. XtraTools 2009.4 Repair: XtraTools 2009.4
Repair is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can repair your PC problems. XtraTools 2009.4 Removable: XtraTools 2009.4 Removable
is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can remove a lot of annoying items from your computer. XtraTools 2009.5 Upgrade: XtraTools
2009.5 Upgrade is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that increases your PC's performance. XtraTools 2009.5 Repair: XtraTools 2009.5
Repair is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can repair your PC problems. XtraTools 2009.5 Removable: XtraTools 2009.5 Removable
is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that can remove
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 (64-bit versions only) Processor: Dual Core Intel® or AMD Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Drive: 2 GB
available space Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 7900, ATI Radeon X1950 or better DirectX: Version 9.0c or higher Web Browser: Internet
Explorer 10 or later Please note: Fullscreen mode does not work on IE10. Important: This version of Sniper Elite: Nazi
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